
CRIME STAT

CrimeStat III, A Spatial Statistics Program for the Analysis of Crime Incident Locations. For the most recent version of
CrimeStat, visit the National Institute of.

The monthly data were collected for all census tracts in Pittsburgh over the period and the model was run
using a jurisdiction-wide seasonality adjustment. Regression II - applies coefficients estimated in the
Regression I module to a new data set to make predictions. Print out the results. You'll need to add to the plots
the Moran's I values and their significance. Display the data in ArcGIS in order to get a sense of the spatial
distribution of the criminal activities. Given that land use is strongly controlled through zoning bylaws e. The
coordinate system has to be the same as the primary file. The program and sample data sets are in
Windows-based zipped files that can be downloaded. The data can be downloaded from here. Journal of
Investigative Psychology and Offender Profiling. This method improves accuracy and precision of the
Journey-to-crime method and has been tested on sets of serial offenders in Baltimore County, Chicago, the
Hague Netherlands , and Manchester England Spatial Modeling II Regression I - a regression module for
modeling crime and other rare events as a function of one or more independent variables. The Nnh hot spots
provide specific information about the location of the hot spots that is missed in the kernel density
interpolation. In this lab you will consider the spatial distribution of various crimes that occurred between
January and March , and examine how adjusting statistics for baseline population differences can make a
significant difference in the interpretation of the results. To start CrimeStat, look for it within All Programs. I
found that removing the previous Primary file before selecting the new one is a good practice, so, before
selecting a new primary file, always remove the previous primary file. Similar weighted road networks have
been used in conjunction with Journey to Crime models to improve identification of an offender's activity
space. The cell with the highest probability estimate is outlined in light blue approximately 0. Adding a
background basemap In order to provide some additional context for your map you can add an ESRI basemap
e. The former is used to estimate predictors associated with the cases while the latter is used to estimate
predictors associated with the choices. In order to visualize the results, create a quantitative map showing the
Frequency of criminal activities i. Standard Risk Surface Analysis: Assessing Crime Summary: The starting
point for most crime prediction is determining the patterns in spatial data. The Area of the Coverage is 3,,,
Square meters , and the Direct Length of the street network is 8,, m I obtained these values by summarizing
the appropriate values from the shapefiles you are using in the lab. I will now lead you through the analytical
procedures. There is a standard Head Bang and an interpolated Head Bang for further smoothing over a study
region. The NIJ is the sole distributor of CrimeStat and makes it available for free to law enforcement and
criminal justice analysts, educators, and researchers. A two paragraph discussion on the comparison between
the fuzzy mode visual clusters and the nearest neighbor hierarchical spatial clustering results, followed by a
two paragraph discussion on the differences between the standard nearest neighbor hierarchical spatial
clustering results and the risk-adjusted results. These include the Knox and Mantel indices, which look for the
relationship between time and space, a spatial-temporal moving average, and the Correlated Walk Analysis
module, which analyzes and predicts the behavior of a serial offender. New in CrimeStat IV is a routine that
assigns the primary points to the secondary points, either on the basis of nearest neighbor or point-in-polygon,
and then sums the results by the secondary point values. Finally, you will create surfaces of the crimes in order
to get a broad sense of their spatial distribution, using what CrimeStat refers to as 'spatial modeling' to
interpolate surfaces using kernel density estimation methods-- Chapter 10 of the CrimeStat manual provides a
very comprehensive discussion of density kernels; many other spatial modeling techniques such as Head-Bang
interpolation and journey-to-crime analyses are described in Chapters 11, 12, 13 and  The program is
Windows-based and interfaces with most desktop GIS programs. Previously--the Nearest Neighbor Analysis
you just completed--we considered the spatial patterns of the incidents themselves [point patterns], here we are
considering whether the incidents are associated with the distribution of the DAs [areal patterns]. In order to
display that 'surface' properly you need to remove the outline from the quantitative legend symbols [set it to
0]. The latest version is 4. Head-Bang analysis - an interpolation method that can be applied to aggregate
spatial data and aims to reduce local variations caused by small numbers. Don't forget to 'uncheck' the
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previous analysis technique before moving onto the next step. Save the results--using the output type of 'dbf'.
The manual is a set of individual chapters in PDF files which can be viewed online or downloaded. In addition
there are Markov chain Monte Carlo routines for fitting Poisson-Gamma models, including where these have a
conditional spatial autoregression CAR adjustment. The Head-Bang statistic was developed by the National
Cancer Institute as a way to smooth zonal data in calculating rates. Hint: think of how land uses are distributed
across the city. Both the program and documentation are free and are available from the NIJ website. The
secondary file is used for comparison with the primary file in the risk-adjusted nearest neighbor clustering
routine and the duel kernel interpolation. CrimeStat is being used by many police departments around the
world as well as by criminal justice and other researchers.


